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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Scope of Document
The scope of this document is to report on the outcome of the Decommissioning
Programmes for the Shelley Field installation and pipelines, as described in
document number SH-OP-PL-0003 Rev B5 (June 2010).

1.2

Background to the Project
The Shelley field is located in Block 22/02b and 22/03a of the United Kingdom
Continental Shelf (UKCS), approximately 192km from the northeast coast of
Scotland and 32km from the UK/Norway median line, see Figure 1-1.
Figure 1-1

Shelley Field Location

Premier Oil UK Limited (Premier) are the Operator and have a 100 per cent interest
in the Shelley Field.
Before the decommissioning activities commenced, the Shelley field facilities
comprised of two production wells with Xmas trees and fishing-friendly protective
structures, and a subsea production manifold inside a protection structure. These
were tied back to the Sevan Voyageur FPSO by a 2.02km trenched and rock
dumped 8” production pipeline and a 2.42km trenched electro/hydraulic control
umbilical, which were located in a 10m wide corridor between the production
manifold and the FPSO, see Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-2

Shelley Field Layout

Since production began in August 2009, the performance of the Shelley wells did
not meet expectations. The reservoir pressure fell significantly and the proportion
of water in produced fluids rose much quicker than anticipated. The field quickly
became sub-economic so Premier sought cessation of production (COP) in July
2010. The Decommissioning Programme was submitted in accordance with the
requirement of the Petroleum Act 1998 (document number SH-OP-PL-0003 Rev
B5) and approved in June 2010. Programme 1 covered the FPSO, manifold and
wells, while Programme 2 covered the pipeline, umbilical and jumpers. The
associated decommissioning activities were completed during 2010 and 2011.
Premier Oil UK Limited were the sole owners of the field, the wellheads and the
subsea infrastructure tied back to the Sevan Voyageur FPSO. The FPSO was
leased to Premier Oil from Sevan 300PTE Limited (Sevan); the Sevan Voyageur
FPSO and the associated mooring systems were solely owned by Sevan.
Premier Oil are solely accountable for the Section 29 notice encompassing the
pipeline, umbilical and associated jumpers. Sevan and Premier are accountable
for the decommissioning activities of the FPSO and its mooring system as included
in the Section 29 notice for the FPSO, manifold and wellheads. However Sevan
have no liability for the manifold and wellheads, which are the sole responsibility of
Premier. Premier are accountable for the wellhead and manifold; furthermore, as
the licence holder Premier are responsible for ensuring that the field has been fully
decommissioned in accordance with the Decommissioning Programme described
in document number SH-OP-PL-0003 Rev B5 (June 2010).
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2.0

PROGRAMMES OF WORK

2.1

Proposed Programmes of Work
As described in Section 2.2 of the Shelley Field Decommissioning Programmes
(SH-OP-PL-0003 Rev B5), the proposed programmes of work were as follows.
With the exception of the production pipeline, all the facilities and infrastructure in
the field would be removed from the seabed in accordance with OSPAR decision
98/3. Before decommissioning operations began, the wells, wellheads, jumpers,
manifold and the whole production pipeline would be flushed to remove
hydrocarbons. Flushing would continue until the concentration of residual oil in
water in the pipe was less than 40ppm. Flushed materials would be pumped to the
FPSO for treatment and disposal under appropriate permits, and the pipeline would
then be filled with treated seawater. The impacts of all the chemicals used or
discharged offshore during pipeline cleaning would be assessed and reported to
DECC in a separate PON15C. Similarly, the hydraulic fluid and other chemicals in
the umbilical would be flushed and returned to the FPSO for disposal under
appropriate permits.
The Sevan Voyageur FPSO would be towed away for further use at another
location. The production riser, manifold, and all the jumpers would be lifted from
the seabed and taken ashore for refurbishment prior to re-use. Similarly, the
cables and anchors used to moor the FPSO would be retrieved and either re-used
or disposed of responsibly. All the concrete mattresses that protected the subsea
facilities would be retrieved to shore, for recycling or disposal as appropriate.
A drilling rig would be moved to the site to carry out the routine programme of work
required to plug and abandon the wells. The well casings would then be cut at a
depth of about 3m below the seabed and taken ashore for re-use or recycling. The
impacts of all the chemicals used or discharged offshore during well plug and
abandonment would be assessed and reported to DECC in a separate PON15D.
As required by the Petroleum Act 1998, a detailed Comparative Assessment was
completed to identify the best options for decommissioning the pipeline and
umbilical. Options were comprehensively analysed and compared on the basis of
their safety risk, environmental impacts, CO2 emissions, technical feasibility and
cost. This assessment indicated that the best option for the pipeline would be to
remove the short exposed sections lying on the seabed, and leave the remainder
of the line in its trench, protected and enclosed by the existing layer of rock-dump.
For the umbilical, which was trenched but not protected by rock-dump or backfill,
the best option would be to remove the whole line in several sections and take it
ashore for recycling or disposal as appropriate.

2.2

Preparatory Work and Removal of Subsea Infrastructure
The Shelley Decommissioning project workscope started early July 2010 with the
mobilisation of project equipment and personnel to the FPSO Voyageur.
Preparatory works included the setup of equipment to assist with the disconnection
and lowering of the umbilical and production riser.
On the 14th of July 2010 Shelley COP was confirmed, which was followed by some
umbilical and topside flushing operations and line checks until the DSV
Wellservicer started work in the field on the 17th of July.
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Following successful barrier test operations on well P1Z and well P2S, flushing
operations commenced from the DSV via the P1Z tree initially and were completed
from the P2S tree. Flushing from the trees ensured that the complete production
system including all jumpers, manifold, pipeline, riser and topside pipework could
be flushed with inhibited seawater until the residual oil level at the reception
facilities was reduced to less than 30ppm. All fluids were captured in the FPSO’s
slop oil tanks and subsequently transferred to a shuttle tanker as part of the last
cargo offload.
After the flushing operations, isolations were put in place and both the umbilical
and riser were disconnected from the topside cabling/tubing/pipework. Pulling
heads were installed ready for lowering the umbilical and riser through the I-tubes.
Simultaneously, the DSV cut off the dynamic section of the umbilical subsea and
attached a recovery clamp. The DSV also disconnected the flexible riser subsea
and attached a recovery pulling head. Both the umbilical and the flexible riser were
then recovered to the DSV by lowering them from the FPSO. At this point, the
FPSO was disconnected from the subsea infrastructure, which enabled Sevan to
progress with the removal of the FPSO.
The DSV then had some final tasks to complete as part of the 2010 programme to
remove the subsea facilities. This involved removing the four protection structure
legs from each tree and removing the drop-down spools, so that the wells could be
abandoned later on in the year. Before departing the field on the 28th of July, the
DSV recovered the riser and umbilical clump weights and performed an as-left
survey.
Once onshore, the riser, buoyancy modules and clump weights were sold to third
parties for re-use, and the dynamic section of the umbilical was disposed of
responsibly.
The Voyageur FPSO was disconnected from its moorings on the 22nd of August
2010 and towed to Kristiansand. Later on, it was confirmed that the FPSO would
be refurbished and redeployed on the Huntington field in 2012. The polyester
sections of the moorings were recovered shortly after FPSO disconnection. The
anchor chains and 12 suction cans were recovered by Sevan during May 2011.
Some of the chains and suction cans were re-used on the Huntington project.
On the 24th of May the DSV Orelia mobilised and safely completed the following
workscope:
•
•
•
•
•

Disconnected all control and production jumpers from the Shelley manifold.
Recovered the Shelley manifold, including ballast blocks and roof panels.
Recovered all concrete mats from the FPSO-end.
Cut and recovered the rigid production pipeline at both ends, up to the start
of the rock dumped section.
Recovered 60 concrete mats from the manifold-end.

Once onshore, the multiphase flowmeters and SCM were removed from the
manifold and shipped back to the vendor for safe disposal of the radioactive
sources and general refurbishment. The manifold remains stored in the UK,
awaiting a re-use opportunity by Premier or a third party. The recovered concrete
mats were re-used as foundations by a third party, while the recovered sections of
production pipeline, ballast blocks and roof panels were disposed of responsibly.
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The DSV Orelia mobilised a second time on the 13th of July and safely completed
the following workscope:
•
•
•

Recovered remaining mattresses.
Recovered well control jumpers.
General debris clearance.

Once again, the recovered mattresses were re-used as foundations by a third party
and the well control jumpers were disposed of responsibly.
With regards to general debris clearance, at the start of the Shelley
decommissioning project Premier’s intention was to recover all debris including
grout bags and provisions were made accordingly in terms of lifting gear etc.
However, as the project progressed it became clear that unforeseen snagging
hazards needed mitigation.
First of all, the rigid pipeline was cut as close to the start of the rockdump berm as
physically possible, leaving only the minimum length of pipeline required to
facilitate installation of the pipeline cutting tool exposed. It was not possible to
utilise water jetting methods to bury the pipeline ends without removal of large
sections of the rockdump berm, as this methodology requires access to the seabed
areas directly below the pipeline, therefore an alternate mitigation methodology
was required to remove the potential snagging hazard to the fishing industry.
A number of options to mitigate this risk were considered, including utilisation of
grout bag protection, concrete mattress protection or additional rock dumping. The
options were assessed on the basis of their safety risk, environmental impacts,
CO2 emissions, technical feasibility and cost. Utilisation of grout bag protection
was considered the most suitable methodology by all parties for the following
reasons:
1. It allowed a rounded profile to be formed on the end of the rockdump berm,
encapsulating the pipeline end and therefore eliminating the snagging
hazard.
2. It required the smallest quantity of additional materials to facilitate
protection from snagging.
3. It presented a low risk of future displacement from fishing interaction, due to
the small quantity of grout bags and protection provided from the existing
rockdump berm.
4. Grout bags that were previously used for supporting Shelley subsea
infrastructure could be re-used.
Other unforeseen snagging hazards were small localised seabed craters around
the former wellhead locations, probably as a result of the soil collapsing into the
hole as the wellheads were removed. It was considered that the remaining
concrete/grout plug in the centre of the crater presented a potential snagging
hazard to the fisheries fleet.
The DSV, following discussions with Premier, took initial measures to 'infill' these
craters utilising the grout bags already available subsea. Whilst this partially
mitigated the fishing snagging hazard, it was considered that additional mitigation
was required to eliminate this risk in its entirety. A small quantity of rock/gravel mix
was therefore mobilised and used to completely infill the craters, leaving a
completely level seabed free of fishing snagging hazards.
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The manifold protection structure was recovered on the 11th of August and once it
arrived onshore it was cut up and disposed of responsibly by Premier’s waste
contractor.
Last but not least, the Fugro Symphony mobilised on the 13th of August to recover
the static section of the umbilical and all the production jumpers. The work was
completed on the 16th of August. The vessel then proceeded to carry out a sidescan sonar survey of the entire Shelley site, see Section 3.1, and demobilised on
the 19th of August. This completed the Shelley decommissioning scope of work.
2.3

Well Abandonment
There were two wells in the Shelley Field: DECC reference number 22/2b-P1Z and
22/2b-P2S. This section presents the abandonment summaries for both these
wells, extracted from the individual End of Well reports.
22/2b-P1Z
The Transocean Sedco 704 semi-submersible drilling rig was used to perform the
subsurface abandonments. On arrival at the Shelley location on 31/10/10, the
anchors were run and winch off drills carried out. The protective canopy and
Jumper Deployment Module were recovered from both wells after which the rig
was positioned over the P1z well and the BOP run and latched. The THISL
(Tubing Hanger Secondary Lock) was recovered before the Expro SSTT and
landing string was run and tested.
Recovery of the Crown Plugs followed which was accomplished with some
difficulty. The well was killed using 10.0ppg brine with some losses to the reservoir
via the flow control valve which was passing fluid. A tubing cutter was RIH on
Slickline and the 4-1/2” tubing was severed just above the upper ESP pump at
4859ft.
The Shelley upper completions had 2x 1-1/2” thick armoured control cables
clamped to the tubing with plastic Polyoil cable clamps from the tubing hanger to
the top of the upper ESP.
The well was circulated to clean 9.2ppg brine and a clean-up pill was pumped to
remove any hydrocarbon residue from the tubing.
The Expro landing string was pulled. When the tubing hanger was retrieved to
surface it was found that both of the ESP cables had parted close to surface. It
was subsequently found that the cable clamps had largely disintegrated in hole and
the ESP cables were effectively unsupported. Operations continued to retrieve the
tubing but at a tubing cut depth of 4460ft no further progress could be made.
Circulation brought up large quantities of disintegrated Polyoil cable clamp debris.
The tubing was re-cut at 1408 ft, just above the Gas Lift Mandrel. The length of 41/2” tubing above the 2nd cut was recovered leaving approximately 2450 ft of
armoured ESP cable in hole above the lower section of 4-1/2” tubing. Fishing
operations commenced to recover the ESP cables with 6 x Crankshaft Rope Spear
runs recovering an estimated 2530 ft of cable. The lower section of 4-1/2” tubing
was fished and recovered without incident.
With the tubing recovered an estimated 7400ft of ESP cable remained in hole
above the original tubing cut depth of 4859ft. Four further Crankshaft Rope Spear
runs recovered 6562ft of cable with all but 62ft recovered on the first two runs. A
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washover shoe was washed/reamed in hole to 4625ft. On recovery the washover
shoe was found to be solidly packed with ESP cable debris and junk. Due to the
risks inherent in conducting milling operation to make further progress into the well
the decision was taken to cease fishing operations and proceed to abandon the
well at this depth.
A 9-5/8” bridge plug was RIH and set at 4573ft. The 9-5/8” casing was perforated
at 4533ft and at 4033ft after which a 9-5/8” squeeze packer was RIH on DP and set
just above the lower perforation and attempts were made to establish circulation
between the perforations without success. Attempts to break down the formation
and establish an injection rate were also unsuccessful with pressures of up to
18.5ppge applied. Unable to circulate or squeeze the annulus a cement plug was
set inside the 9-5/8” casing from 3270ft to 4490ft. The plug was tagged at 3274ft
and tested to 3,000psi with 9.2ppg brine.
Two further perforations were made. The 9-5/8” casing was perforated at 2368ft
and the 10-3/4” was perforated at 1558ft. A squeeze packer was run and set
above the lower perforation. The annulus between the perforations was flushed
and circulated to clean 9.2ppg brine before being displaced to cement. A further
cement plug was set on top of the squeeze packer from 2288ft to 1200ft. After
WOC the plug was tagged at 1205ft and tested to 1200psi.
Two further perforations were made in the 10-3/4” casing at 1100ft and at 400ft. A
squeeze packer was RIH and all remaining OBM behind the casing circulated out.
Both annulus and casing were flushed with clean-up pills prior to displacement to
seawater.
The BOP was unlatched and the rig skidded across to the Shelley P2s wellhead.
This marked the end of Phase 1 of the Shelley P1z well abandonment i.e. the subsurface abandonment of the well. Phase 2, the Xmas tree recovery and Phase 3,
cut and recover the wellhead were subcontracted to NCA.
The Horizontal XMAS tree was recovered by NCA between 29/12/10 and 30/12/10
using the Skandi Skolten Subsea Construction Vessel. The wellhead recovery
operation was conducted between 14/04/11 and 15/04/11 using the Skandi Aker
Subsea Construction Vessel. During the wellhead cut and recovery operation a
discharge of OBM residue was observed. A PON1 was submitted to cover this
unplanned discharge to sea. Procedures to prevent a similar discharge from
occurring during the P2 well head recovery operations were put in place and the P2
wellhead was subsequently recovered without incident.
22/2b-P2S
The rig was skidded across from the P1 to the P2 wellhead location on 26/11/10.
The BOP was landed and latched onto the tree. The THISL was unseated and
recovered to surface after which the SSTT/THRT was run in hole on a 7-5/8”
landing string. The surface tree was made up and the landing string landed off and
tested. The Expro SSTT hoses and manifold were rigged up and tested.
The subsequent rig up of Schlumberger Slickline equipment was suspended due to
weather. While WOW, the marine riser upper slip joint packer seal failed. The
lower slip joint packer failed shortly after, resulting in an unplanned discharge of
brine to the sea. A PON 1 was submitted.
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When weather permitted, the Expro landing string was pulled and laid out before
the BOP was unlatched and the slip joint laid out. On close inspection it was
discovered that the inner barrel of the slip joint was badly worn. Transocean
mobilised a replacement from Aberdeen but by the time it arrived and was
installed, the BOP re-latched and the Expro landing string run, landed and tested
almost 150 hours of NPT had been accrued.
The Crown Plugs were pulled in only 4 Slickline runs which was a better
performance than on P1z before operation began to kill the well. The well was
opened up to the well test choke, an annulus pressure of 500 psi was observed
and 380 psi on the tubing. This was as expected. The Nitrogen gas cap was bled
off from the annulus and 9.2ppg brine was pumped down the tubing in an attempt
to pressure up the tubing against a flow control valve. The plan was to shear out a
Baker CMP sliding sleeve set in lower part of the upper completion. At 4200psi the
pressure dropped off. 200bbls of 9.2ppg brine was pumped down the tubing and it
became obvious that the flow control valve had failed to hold pressure and the
CMP had not sheared. Various attempts were made to establish circulation
between the tubing and annulus but in the end the tubing was perforated at 6376ft.
The tubing and annulus were circulated to clean 9.2 brine. A clean–up pill was
pumped to clean any oily residue from the tubing and preparations began to pull
the tubing.
On the previous P1z well the tubing had been cut just above the Upper ESP. This
placed significant stress on the ESP cables and cable clamps. On the P2s well the
plan was revised to pull the entire upper completion including the ESP’s. This was
believed to give a better chance of retrieving the entire completions.
The landing string was pulled and laid out and 4-1/2” tubing pulled and laid out to a
tubing depth of 7194ft. At this depth no further progress could be made.
Circulation brought up large quantities of Cable Clamp debris with pieces of clamp
up to 1.5” observed at the shakers. Further attempts to make progress were
unsuccessful so the decision was made to sever the tubing just above the upper
ESP. The tubing was cut at 4625 ft. Tubing was pulled and laid out from 4625ft
without problems. This left approximately 9224ft of ESP cable and 115 Cable
Clamps in hole. Fishing operations commenced at this point.
Fishing operations were not as successful as had previously been observed on the
P1z well. Crankshaft rope spear runs recovered less than 100ft/run and generally
less than 50ft. Milling was required to make progress but this was slow, difficult
and potentially dangerous. Due to the 8.8” ID restriction in the Xmas tree the
maximum bit or mill size which could be run was 8.5”. This was significantly
smaller than the 10-3/4” casing ID of 9.66” and the possibility always existed for
large debris to get behind the bit/mill and wedge the milling assembly in hole. At a
depth of 1909ft, after 17 fishing and milling runs the decision was taken to end
fishing operations and abandon the well from the current depth.
A Baker inflatable packer was RIH and set at 1850ft. After pressure testing the
casing to 3,000 psi, the casing was perforated at 1390ft MD and an injection rate
established down to the 13-3/8” shoe at 2412ft MD. Cement was squeezed into
the annulus from 1390ft to the 13-3/8” shoe depth and placed into the 10-3/4”
casing from 1850ft to 1000ft. After WOC the plug was tagged at 986ft and
pressure tested to 1200psi.
The 10-3/4” casing was perforated again at 970ft and the annulus cement pressure
tested, no successful test was achieved. The 10-3/4” was perforated again at
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720ft. A Baker Blue whale pump through packer was RIH and set below the upper
perforation. Cement was pumped down the casing and into the annulus to set a
cement plug from 760ft to 970ft. After WOC the annulus cement was successfully
pressure tested to 1070psi, 500psi above the previously established 13-3/8” leak
off with a column of 9.2ppg brine.
The 10-3/4” was re-perforated at 624ft and 420ft and all remaining OBM flushed
out from the annulus. The annulus casing and annulus were flushed with a
Tetraclean pill after which the BOP was unlatched and pulled.
After a period of WOW the rig move crew arrived onboard the rig. The anchors
were pulled and the rig was under tight tow at the Shelley 500m mark on the 22nd
Dec 2010.
This marked the end of Phase 1 of the Shelley P1z well abandonment i.e. the subsurface abandonment of the well. Phase 2, the Xmas tree recovery and Phase 3,
cut and recover the wellhead were subcontracted to NCA.
The Horizontal XMAS tree was recovered by NCA between 29/12/10 and 30/12/10
using the Skandi Skolten Subsea Construction Vessel. The wellhead recovery
operation was conducted between 14/04/11 and15/04/11 using the Skandi Aker
Subsea Construction Vessel. During the wellhead cut and recovery operation of
the P1z wellhead a discharge of OBM residue was observed. A PON1 was
submitted to cover this unplanned discharge to sea. Procedures to prevent a
similar discharge from occurring during the P2 well head recovery operations were
put in place and the P2 wellhead was subsequently recovered without incident.
2.4

Schedule of Work
The original and as-built decommissioning schedules are presented in Figure 2-1
and Figure 2-2.
Figure 2-1

Original Decommissioning Schedule

Figure 2-2

As-built Decommissioning Schedule
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As can be seen above, the actual COP date was the 14th of July 2010; early on in
the proposed COP window. Phases 1 to 3 were then carried out pretty much as
planned, with the exception of the mooring recovery works which were spread over
a longer period to take advantage of vessel availabilities. Likewise, phase 5 took
longer, with the actual well abandonments completed in 52 days but the trees and
wellheads recovered later by a different vessel. Phase 4 of the work took place
slightly later than planned and was also spread out over a longer period to take
advantage of vessel availabilities.
2.5

Conclusions
In general, the Shelley decommissioning activities were carried out as laid out in
Chapters 7, 8 and 10 of the Shelley Field Decommissioning Programmes (SH-OPPL-0003 Rev B5). However, there are some minor deviations, as follows:
1. It was not possible to utilise water jetting methods to bury the pipeline ends
without removal of large sections of the rockdump berm, as this
methodology requires access to the seabed areas directly below the
pipeline. An alternate mitigation methodology was required to remove the
potential snagging hazard to the fishing industry. A number of options to
mitigate this risk were considered and the utilisation of grout bag protection
was considered the most suitable methodology by all parties. The grout
bags were readily available because they were previously used for
supporting Shelley subsea infrastructure. Premier will open a dialogue with
EMT to discuss the need for a non-conformance report.
2. The three flexible production jumpers were recovered in sections and
disposed of responsibly, rather than being refurbished for re-use. However,
Premier have retained the end fittings so these could be re-used to make
new jumpers.
3. The aim in abandoning the Shelley P1Z and P2 completions was to cut and
recover the tubing to just above the completion packer at +/- 4600ft, set a
deep set cement plug and a second shallow set isolation cement barrier,
before cutting the well head +/- 10ft below the sea bed. Recovery of the
completion was complicated due to complete disintegration of the “Polyoil”
ESP cable clamps. This was due to an incompatibility of the “Polyoil” resin
based cable clamp and the completion brine, which resulted in a significant
fishing job. The tubing was successfully cut above the packer and
recovered on both wells to +/- 4600ft, but the ESP cable slumped into the
hole due to the failure of the ESP cable clamps. The cable was fished to
4625ft and 1908ft respectively on the P1 & P2 wells. The required
abandonment plugs were set in line with the Oil and Gas UK abandonment
guidelines but the setting depth for the deeper plug on P2 was not ideal due
to the depth the slumped ESP cable could be fished to. The abandonment
configuration on both wells was “Well Examined” and complies with the Oil
and Gas UK requirements for reservoir isolation for both wells.
4. During the wellhead cut and recovery operation of the P1z wellhead, a
discharge of oil-based mud residue was observed. A PON1 was submitted
to cover this unplanned discharge to sea. Procedures to prevent a similar
discharge from occurring during the P2 well head recovery operations were
put in place and the P2 wellhead was subsequently recovered without
incident.
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5. During the removal of the seabed infrastructure, small localised seabed
craters around the former wellhead locations were found, probably as a
result of the soil collapsing into the hole as the wellheads were removed. It
was considered that the remaining concrete/grout plug in the centre of the
crater presented a potential snagging hazard to the fisheries fleet. Again,
readily available grout bags were used to 'infill' these craters. However, a
small additional quantity of rock/gravel mix had to be mobilised to
completely infill the craters, leaving a completely level seabed free of fishing
snagging hazards. Premier will open a dialogue with EMT to discuss the
need for a non-conformance report.
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3.0

POST DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITIES

3.1

Seabed Clearance Survey
Following the successful recovery of the Shelley subsea infrastructure, the ROVSV
Fugro Symphony conducted a side-scan sonar as-left survey of the following
locations:
•
•
•
•
•

A 500m radius circle centred on the location of the former Shelley “Sevan
Voyageur” FPSO.
A 50m radius circle centred on the former location of each of the 12 suction
anchors of the FPSO.
A 500m radius circle centred on the location of the Shelley Manifold.
A 200m wide corridor approximately 2.1km long centred on the production
pipeline route.
A 200m wide corridor approximately 2.1km long centred on the control
umbilical route.

Upon completion of the as-left surveys, 11 targets were identified for further visual
investigation. These targets turned out to be boulders of various sizes, fishing gear
or side-scan sonar anomalies (i.e. no visual target), so no further debris associated
with the Shelley development had to be recovered.
The detailed geophysical report is included in Appendix 1.
3.2

Verification
Following the side-scan sonar as-left survey, the MV “Amythyst” BF19 fishing
vessel mobilised on behalf of the SFF to carry out a clearance/verification trawl
sweep of the same areas listed in Section 3.1.
The first part of the sweep utilised a chain mat in order to identify any major
obstructions. This was then followed by a sweep utilising a standard North Sea
trawl net of mesh size not less than current legislation.
As identified by the side-scan sonar, the sweep found areas with relatively large
boulders. Various bits of debris were recovered and disposed of onshore,
including a wheelie bin, safety boots, plastic bottles, etc.
Both the skipper and the SFF were satisfied that there are no related oilfield
obstructions remaining that will affect current and future fishing activity in the
defined area, see Appendix 2.

3.3

Final Condition of the Offshore Site
At the former FPSO location, evidence of the anchor chains can be observed in the
form of slight seabed scouring. It is expected that, over time, these markings will
disappear due to natural seabed sediment transport. The area is clear of any
debris.
Similarly, imprints can be seen at the former manifold location due to the drill rig
anchor chains and former seabed infrastructure. These markings will eventually
fade away due to natural seabed sediment transport. The area is clear of any
debris, apart from the area around the former P1Z and P2S well locations where
cement plugs remain, with a nominal amount of grout bags and gravel around
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these cement plugs and the surrounding seabed to eliminate possible snagging
hazards. For the avoidance of doubt, the cement plugs are level with the
surrounding seabed.
Along the former umbilical route, an empty trench remains, which should, over
time, naturally fill in with seabed sediment.
The rock-dumped section of the pipeline remains in place, with the exposed
pipeline ends protected with grout bags to eliminate possible snagging hazards. It
is expected that, over time, the rock dumped section would be partly covered due
to natural seabed sediment transport. Likewise, the empty trench transitions at
either end should naturally fill in with seabed sediment.
Lastly, slight seabed disturbances can be seen at the former FPSO anchor pile
locations due to the anchor pile removal process. It is expected that, over time,
seabed currents will level out these disturbances with the surrounding seabed.
3.4

Legacy Management
Following completion of the Shelley decommissioning workscope, the HSE and
UKHO were notified of the changes. SI 2011 No. 2492 came into force on the 14th
November 2011 and includes the revocation of the Shelley safety zones. Following
the publication of SI 2011 No. 2492, UKHO confirmed they would remove all
charted detail relating to the Shelley field. Last but not least, the Kingfisher service
have been notified that the seabed is safe.
Based on the results of the 2011 seabed clearance survey, see Section 3.1,
Premier propose to survey the trenched and rock-dumped pipeline as well as the
former P1Z and P2S well locations during the summer of 2012, with a view to
identify any changes from the 2011 seabed clearance survey results.
In addition, Premier will undertake a post-decommissioning environmental survey
at the earliest opportunity and no later than Q2 2013. Premier’s intention is to
combine survey activities to take advantage of vessel availabilities.
The results of these surveys will be discussed with DECC and will form the basis
for agreeing a longer-term monitoring programme. Sufficient funds have been set
aside for the post-decommissioning survey activities.
For the avoidance of doubt, the trenched and buried pipeline will remain the
licensees’ responsibility.
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4.0

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

4.1

HSEQ Goals and Targets
Premier’s Health, Safety and Environmental Objectives are to carry out all
operations in an efficient manner without:
•
•

Causing any injury or ill health to any personnel involved;
Creating any damage to the environment.

During the Shelley Decommissioning project, a total of four incidents were
recorded, all associated with the well abandonments, as summarised in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1

HSE Incidents

Vessel

Date

Sedco
704

18/11/2010 200289

Sedco
704

28/11/2010 200293

Sedco
704

16/12/2010 200300

LTI - IP slips on stairs
and injures leg.

Injury > Lost Time
Injury (LTI) - Major
Injury.

14/04/2011 200332

ENV - Minor release
of OBM during
wellhead removal
operations.

Environmental >
Chemical Spillage Slight Effect (<1).

Skandi
Aker

Incident ID

Summary
ENV/PON1 - CaCl
brine lost to sea - slip
joint packer seal
failed.
ENV/PON1 Discharge of 2 bbl
CaCl2 brine to the
sea.

Classification
Environmental >
Spill / Discharge to
Environment - Slight
Effect (<1).
Environmental >
Chemical Spillage Minor Effect (1-15).

The Premier scope of work relating to the Shelley Decommissioning project was
completed in 115788 man hours. Based on the incidents listed above, this results
in an injury frequency of 8.6 per 1,000,000 hours.
4.2

Disposal of Waste
In general, Premier’s intention has been to identify re-user opportunities for all the
recovered equipment/materials where possible, prior to disposal. Any disposal of
waste relating to the Shelley Decommissioning was recorded by Premier’s HSE
department and the waste submissions to DECC are presented in Table 4-2 and
Table 4-3. More detailed waste transfer notes, relating to the subsea infrastructure
decommissioning only, are included in Appendix C.
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Table 4-2

2010 Waste Report
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Table 4-3

2011 Waste Report
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5.0

COSTS
The Shelley Decommissioning cost estimate prepared in April 2010 is presented in
Table 5-1.
Table 5-1

Shelley Decommissioning Cost Estimate

The actual costs associated with the Shelley Decommissioning project are
presented in Table 5-2. These figures include a £1m allowance for future costs
relating to legacy management.
Table 5-2

Shelley Decommissioning Actual Cost

As can be seen above, from a Premier perspective, a saving of £5m was made on
the removal of the subsea infrastructure. However, there was an overrun of £3.4m
relating to the well abandonments, resulting in an overall saving of £1.6m. A
similar saving was made by Sevan relating to the removal of the FPSO.
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APPENDIX A:

SEABED CLEARANCE SURVEY REPORT
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TECHNIP UK LTD
SHELLEY DECOMMISSIONING 2011
ROVSV FUGRO SYMPHONY FIELD REPORT
E.

GEOPHYSICAL PRELIMINARY REPORT

DEBRIS CLEARANCE SURVEY UKCS BLOCK 22/2B SHELLEY FIELD
Survey Period: 16 -18 August 2011
Fugro Subsea Services Ltd Project No.: 11-522
PRELIMINARY FIELD REPORT
Geodetic Details: International 1924 Spheroid (ED50) Datum. Projection UTM Zone 31N, 3° E
Location:

Shelley

Location

Latitude

Longitude

Easting [mE]

Northing [mN]

Former Shelley FPSO
Location

57° 54′ 10.039″ N

01° 24′ 20.243″ E

405 503.00

6 419 147.00

57° 54' 54.381″ N

01° 24' 21.148″ E

405 550.22

6 420 517.78

57° 54' 54.424″ N

01° 24' 24.171″ E

405 599.99

6 420 517.93

57° 54' 52.999″ N

01° 24' 41.348″ E

405 881.63

6 420 467.20

57° 54' 52.564″ N

01° 24' 44.150″ E

405 927.42

6 420 452.68

57° 53' 41.157″ N

01° 25' 23.464″ E

406 522.89

6 418 229.53

57° 53' 39.994″ N

01° 25' 21.585″ E

406 491.12

6 418 194.28

57° 53' 36.223″ N

01° 25' 14.253″ E

406 367.67

6 418 080.49

57° 53' 35.249″ N

01° 25' 11.951″ E

406 329.06

6 418 051.26

57° 53' 55.478″ N

01° 23' 02.156″ E

404 206.79

6 418 727.27

57° 53' 56.804″ N

01° 23' 00.711″ E

404 183.97

6 418 768.83

57° 54' 05.898″ N

01° 22' 57.248″ E

404 133.70

6 419 051.41

Former Shelley FPSO
Mooring Chain Anchor
Locations, Numbers 1
-12 (listed in
ascending numerical
order)

UKCS 22/2b

Block No.:

57° 54' 07.381″ N

01° 22' 57.019″ E

404 131.02

6 419 097.34

Shelley Manifold
Structure Location

57° 53' 01.686″ N

01° 23' 43.300″ E

404 844.69

6 417 047.83

Former Shelley P1
Production Well

57° 53' 00.767″ N

01° 23' 42.742″ E

404 834.83

6 417 019.62

Former Shelley P2
Production Well

57° 53' 01.109″ N

01° 23' 42.085″ E

404 824.26

6 417 030.46

Survey Equipment:
Navigation

Fugro Starfix G_2 (Primary) and HP (Secondary), USBL HiPAP 500

ROV

FCV-3000C series WROV (FCV-3061)

Side Scan Sonar (SSS)

ROV-mounted Edgetech 4200-FS towfish operating at dual frequency (410 kHz
High / 120 kHz Low) at 75 m range.

SSS Recording

Coda DA Series top-end unit running EdgeTech Discover 4200-MP V6.10 (not
used) and Coda GeoSurvey DA2000 V5.2.0N (3675) recording software.

SSS Interpretation

Triton acquisition PC with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, running Coda GeoSurvey
RE2000 V5.2.0N (3675) interpretation software on Windows XP Pro operating
system.
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GEOPHYSICAL PRELIMINARY REPORT (continued)

Survey Overview:
The geophysical component of the decommissioning project comprised an ROV-mounted Side Scan Sonar As-Left
Survey of the entire Shelley development worksite, covering the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Former Shelley FPSO 500m zone (15 main lines and 3 perpendicular cross lines, max. length 1050m)
Shelley Manifold 500m zone (15 main lines and 3 perpendicular cross lines, max. length 1050m)
Former Shelley FPSO anchor locations (12 anchors in total: three groups of four anchors, each encompassed by
two SSS runlines of length 490m)
8” Production Pipeline & EHC Umbilical routes (200m corridors centred on the routes, both covered using three SSS
runlines of length 1204m)

All main lines were oriented at 019°/199° in alignment with the Pipeline route (18.64°). The six cross lines were placed
orthogonally, at an orientation of 109°/289°.
A pre-survey line plan is presented as Figure 1 (below).
The Side Scan Sonar data acquired were generally of very good quality throughout the survey, although the image
appearance was largely determined by ROV flying speed, with 1800-2400m/hr considered optimal. Quality of data
degraded noticeably during short periods of ROV instability caused by the vessel tugging on the ROV tether cable. The
ROV tether cable was sometimes visible within the water column on the Side Scan Sonar records, and the shadow from
the tether appeared as noise which partially obscured the seabed. An along-track resolution of less than 6.7cm was
consistently achieved, assuming a maximum ROV fly speed of ~0.67m/s (2400m/hr) and ping rate of ~10Hz. All data
was considered fit for purpose by the onboard QC geophysicists.
Details of the ROV-mounted Side Scan Sonar Surveying parameters are recorded in the document ‘Shelley Coda
Acquisition Log.xls’.

Seabed Conditions:
Water depths at the Shelley Manifold Structure and former FPSO locations are approximately 92.7 m LAT and 96.7 m
LAT respectively.
The seabed sediments are expected to comprise clayey Sand with numerous shells and shell fragments. This
description was derived from BGS information and from ROV video footage of the seabed. Numerous large anchor drag
scars lie within the two 500m Zone sites, arranged radially around the former FPSO and Manifold locations.
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Seabed Debris:
Details of all Targets / possible debris items identified from the Side Scan Sonar data are listed in Appendix 1. Of the
flagged targets, 11 considered most significant were selected for further investigation by ROV visual inspection, in order
to initially confirm the presence and ascertain the nature of the target. The following Table presents the findings:

Shelley Target Visual Investigation
*Where target was identified, co-ordinates are as-found
Target
Easting
Northing
Length
Width
Number
(mE)*
(mN)*
(m)
(m)
SSS001
405383.00
6418661.00
0.75
1.50
SSS002
405382.90
6419454.60
0.20
0.20
SSS003
405183.00
6419114.00
2.00
0.75
SSS004
405425.70
6419483.20
4.50
4.00
SSS005
405277.23
6418216.41
SSS006
405080.77
6417959.64
2.00
1.20
SSS007
404807.38
6417021.83
SSS008
404804.75
6417037.33
SSS009
404935.06
6417249.57
-

Height
(m)
1.10
0.20
0.75
0.50
-

SSS010

405154.14

6416909.97

-

-

-

SSS011

404824.15

6416757.43

-

-

-

Identification from Visual Investigation
Large Boulder
Small Boulder
Boulder
Debris Wire
No Target Found
Debris Rope
No Target Found
Soft Debris
No Target Found
No Target Found - SSS anomaly attributed
to high point on anchor scar berm covered
by numerous shells
No Target Found

No debris items relating to oil extraction were identified. It was not deemed necessary to remove any of the positively
identified objects from the seabed.
Two items of debris, confirmed by a previous as-left survey (M/V Orelia, July 2011), are reported to lie within the Pipeline
/ Umbilical route corridor:
Fishing Trawl Line Debris, co-ordinates 405331.50mE, 6418177.10mN
Fishing Gear Debris, co-ordinates 405311.99mE, 6418520.02mN
The former item was detected on the Side Scan Sonar records for the current project, but only a patch of disturbed
seabed was evident at the latter location.

References:
British Geological Survey, 1:250,000 Series, Forties 57°N - 00° (Including part of Cod 57°N - 02°E), Seabed Sediments
and Quaternary Geology Charts
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N
FORMER SHELLEY
MOORING CHAIN
ANCHOR 1-4 SURVEY
FORMER SHELLEY FPSO
500M ZONE SURVEY

FORMER SHELLEY
MOORING CHAIN
ANCHOR 9-12 SURVEY

FORMER SHELLEY
MOORING CHAIN
ANCHOR 5-8 SURVEY

8” PRODUCTION
PIPELINE AND EHC
UMBILICAL ROUTES
SURVEY

SHELLEY MANIFOLD
STRUCTURE
500M ZONE SURVEY

Figure 1: Side Scan Sonar Survey Programme
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P2 Well Location

P1 Well Location

Figure 1: Side Scan Sonar Mosaic detail: Shelley P1 and P2 Production Well locations subsequent to
placement of additional grout bags to infill gaps between the Well cement plug and surrounding seabed, which
posed a possible snagging hazard. Also shown are the imprints left by the Shelley Manifold Structure, Jumpers,
8” Production Pipeline, EHC Umbilical and mattresses.

For the following data examples, the displayed across track range is 75m. Dimensions are given in L x W x H
format:
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Figure 2: Side Scan Sonar data example, line ‘FPSO_500m_Run_04’ (17m spacing between fix lines, ROV
height 10.5m, speed 0.60m/s, heading 197°). Targets SSS002 (Boulder, 2.0 x 0.7 x 0.7m, surrounded by an
accumulation of shells) and SSS004 (Debris Wire, covering an area 4.5m long x 4.0m wide).
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Figure 3: SSS data example, line ‘FPSO_500m_Run_08’ (18m fix line spacing, ROV height 10.4m, speed
0.62m/s, hdg 197°). Target SSS001 (Large Boulder, 0.75 x 1.5 x 1.1m), adjacent to Umbilical trench.
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Figure 4: Side Scan Sonar data example, line ‘Mooring_Chain_5-8_Run_1’ (16m spacing between fix lines,
ROV height 10.4m, speed 0.51m/s, heading 228°). FPSO Anchor 5-8 corridor, showing a possible lost anchor
with dimensions approx. 3.3 x 2.3 x 0.2m (bottom of image) and Mooring Chain Anchor Number 5 former
position.
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GEOPHYSICAL PRELIMINARY REPORT (continued)
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Figure 5: Side Scan Sonar Mosaic of Shelley Manifold Structure 500m Zone Site.
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GEOPHYSICAL PRELIMINARY REPORT (continued)
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Figure 6: Side Scan Sonar Mosaic of Former Shelley FPSO 500m Zone Site.
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Figure 7: Side Scan Sonar Mosaic of Pipeline and Umbilical Routes.
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TARGET LISTING
Description

Easting
(mE)*

Northing
(mN)*

Length
(m)

Width
(m)

Height
(m)

Interpretation

Target Number

Manifold 500m Zone (*Corrected Navigation)
Target

404559.41

6416803.49

1.8

1.8

0.1

Target

404711.65

6417419.23

4.0

0.4

0.2

Linear Target

404667.10

6416738.21

21.6

0.3

0.1

Target
Target
Target
Linear Target
Target
Target
Target
Target
Target
Linear Target
Linear Target
Target
Target

404834.32
404807.38
404748.61
404773.30
404746.74
404658.53
404750.37
404806.42
404935.06
404775.37
404824.15
404970.02
405044.34

6417387.32
6417021.83
6416895.31
6416866.67
6416837.23
6416829.97
6416892.44
6417036.13
6417249.57
6416863.76
6416757.43
6417194.75
6417065.05

0.6
0.6
0.6
5.1
0.5
0.8
0.7
0.6
1.1
4.6
5.0
0.3
1.5

0.3
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.6

0.2
0.3
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.1

Target

405154.14

6416909.97

2.1

1.2

0.3

Linear Target
Target
Disturbed
Seabed

404868.04
404804.75

6417043.45
6417037.33

2.6
0.7

0.5
0.7

0.1
0.4

404348.79

6417075.11

32.7

0.0

0.0

6419278.49
6419004.18
6419002.81
6418999.98
6418659.89
6418663.04
6419110.61
6419119.99
6419118.69
6419127.41
6419218.55
6419245.46
6418898.51
6419123.48
6419481.13
6419484.57
6418902.34
6419451.78
6419454.63
6419111.64
6419113.89
6419115.11
6419236.94
6419088.53
6419129.86
6419128.29

0.6
0.4
0.8
0.9
1.8
2.2
8.7
1.2
10.2
1.0
3.8
1.4
3.2
1.4
3.9
4.2
2.3
4.2
2.8
1.9
2.7
1.3
5.4
10.4
0.5
2.2

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.9
1.0
0.0
0.6
0.0
1.5
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.9
1.1
0.0
1.4
0.8
1.0
1.6
0.5
0.0
0.3
1.1
1.6

0.0
0.3
0.1
0.1
1.2
1.4
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.6
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.5

Possible group of hard
debris items of size up to
0.9x0.4x0.1m (lxwxh)
Possible linear debris
Possible partially buried
wire / cable

SSS007 (not found)
Possible wire / cable

SSS009 (not found)
Possible wire / cable
Possible linear debris

Probable clay rip-up clast
lying on anchor scar
Possible linear debris

SSS011 (not found)

SSS010 (not found)
SSS008

FPSO 500m Zone
Target
Target
Target
Target
Target
Linear Target
Target
Linear Target
Target
Linear Target
Linear Target
Linear Target
Target
Target
Linear Target
Target
Target
Linear Target
Linear Target
Target
Target

405644.82
405593.16
405532.46
405536.82
405383.45
405381.26
405502.84
405496.83
405508.59
405518.40
405544.49
405568.20
405302.32
405495.21
405426.37
405425.20
405300.83
405384.97
405382.91
405185.01
405183.10
405182.91
405552.88
405815.67
405518.02
405515.48
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Pipeline & Umbilical Route
Target

405080.77

6417959.64

6.2

3.0

0.4

Area of
Disturbed
Seabed

405306.62

6418522.29

5.6

22.2

0.0

Linear Target

405319.91

6418166.66

14.8

0.0

0.0

Target
Target
Target

405156.26
405277.23
405420.96

6417747.65
6418216.41
6418634.75

1.8
0.5
0.8

0.5
0.3
0.2

0.0
0.3
0.0

6418255.37
6418251.93
6418192.60
6418120.86
6420459.65
6420464.82
6420461.98
6420448.57
6420446.88

3.3
4.0
2.4
0.7
0.6
0.8
0.7
1.1
7.0

2.3
2.8
1.0
0.3
0.6
0.5
0.7
1.1
0.3

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.1

SSS006
Location of Fishing Gear
Debris confirmed by
previous as-left survey,
co-ords 405311.99mE,
6418520.02mN
Location of Fishing Trawl
Line Debris confirmed by
previous as-left survey,
co-ords 405311.99mE,
6418520.02mN

SSS005 (not found)

FPSO Anchor Corridors
Target
Target
Target
Target
Target
Target
Target
Linear Target

406548.73
406548.55
406493.11
406314.69
405827.16
405799.22
405828.24
405891.23
405914.19

Possible Anchor

This draft report represents a preliminary assessment of the data acquired offshore and is subject to change.
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